
 Kiiko Matsumoto 

    New Mexico 2019 

Dysautonomia– Autonomic NS disturbance and the  

balance of Shen & Gui  

Blood pressure treatment and the fontanelle 

 Kd toxicity                                              

July 13 &14, 2019- 8:30 am – 5:00 pm 

  La  Quinta Suites, 2011 Menaul NE, Albuquerque, NM 
 

We can see evidence of Autonomic nervous system disturbance in most every patient that we see in clinic. Kiiko 
continues her research into the deeper meaning of the ancient names of acupuncture points by looking at the 
concept of Gui (ghost or invader) in relation to Shen. Shen disturbance including poor concentration, insecurity, 
agitation, depression, panic attacks, poor sleep, IBS, candida, SIBO, HBP are all symptoms of ANS disturbance. 
Kiiko introduces new treatment strategy focusing on blood pressure to balance the parasympathetic and 
sympathetic NS with “gate of gui” points. She will also share new insights into hara diagnosis for gui and the 
treatment of earth element problems contributing to autonomic nervous system disturbance. She will also 
present new treatment for aging and KD weakness due to toxicity. 
 
15 CEU- NCCAOM #085(pending approved) 

 

 
Reserve a space by paying the full cost -$365.00-(practitioners)- $310.00 (students) (Not refundable after June 30, 
2019. Cancellations accepted minus $50.00 before June 30, 2019).  To make a reservation at La Quinta Suites call 
505-761-5600 and mention Kiiko Matsumoto workshop to receive the special room rate of $94.00 per night. 
 

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

License  #: ______________________________________________              I need CEUs:  Y   N 

 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Email: _________________________________________________         Sign me up for e-mail announcements:  Y   N 

 

Phone: _________________________________________________         I will be staying at La Quinta:  Y   N 

                                                              Make check to Neal Sirwinski and mail with this filled-out form to:  

Neal Sirwinski, DOM, 605 Monroe St. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110.  

Call 505-837-2335 to pay for class by credit card or register online at www.nealsirwinski.com. 

 

For more information contact Neal Sirwinski at 505-837-2335 or email macac@swcp.com 

Or visit nealsirwinski.com 

If you have a patient for class case study, please contact us. Class success depends numerous and interesting patients. 



Please note that this seminar is recorded. Methods used may include audio, visual or still photography. Because audience members ask questions or 

participate as subjects in the seminar and because the recordings may include audience members Neal Sirwinski requires that, as a precondition to 

registering for this class, all attendees consent without restriction, to being recorded in whatever form recording is occurring at the seminar. 

Attendees must agree that all rights, including all intellectual property rights, to such recordings(and to all derivative works of such recordings in 

whatever form), shall belong exclusively to Neal Sirwinski. Attendees will not be compensated in any way for providing the above permission or for 

releasing rights to recordings: but is a precondition to attend the seminar. 

 


